Let f : S → B be a locally non-trivial relatively minimal fibration of hyperelliptic curves of genus g ≥ 2 with relative irregularity q f . We show a sharp lower bound on the slope λ f of f . As a consequence, we prove a conjecture of Barja and Stoppino on the lower bound of λ f as an increasing function of q f in this case, and we also prove a conjecture of Xiao on the ampleness of the direct image of the relative canonical sheaf if λ f < 4.
Introduction
Let f : S → B be a fibration (or a family) of curves of genus g ≥ 2, i.e., S (resp. B) is a nonsingular complex surface (resp. curve) and the general fiber of f is a nonsingular complex curve of genus g. If the general fiber of f is a hyperelliptic curve, then we call f a hyperelliptic fibration. f is called relatively minimal, if there is no (−1)-curve contained in fibers of f . Here a curve C is called a (−k)-curve if it is a smooth rational curve with self-intersection C 2 = −k. Without other statements, we always assume that fibrations in this note are relatively minimal. f is called smooth if all its fibers are smooth, isotrivial if all its smooth fibers are isomorphic to each other, locally trivial if it is both smooth and isotrivial, and semi-stable if all its singular fibers are semi-stable. Here a singular fiber F of f is called semi-stable if it is a reduced nodal curve.
Let ω S (resp. K S ) be the canonical sheaf (resp. the canonical divisor) of S. Denote by ω S/B = ω S ⊗ f * ω ∨ B (resp. K f = K S/B = K S − f * K B ) the relative canonical sheaf (resp. the relative canonical divisor) of f . If f is relatively minimal, K f is numerical effective (nef), i.e., K f · C ≥ 0 for any curve C ⊆ S. Set b = g(B), p g = h 0 (S, ω S ), q = h 1 (S, ω S ), χ(O S ) = p g − q + 1, and let χ top (S) be the topological Euler characteristic of S. We consider the following relative invariants of f : Under some extra conditions, (1-4) is proved to be true in [3, 9, 18] . There are many evidences for this conjecture provided in [3] . We remark that if q f = g − 1, (1-4) is known to be false (cf. [3, 19] ).
We are mainly interested in the lower bound of the slope of hyperelliptic fibrations, especially those with positive relative irregularity. Let 8(g − 1) g , if g is even, and q f = g 2 ;
8, if g is odd, and q f = g + 1 2 .
(1-5)
The main result is the following.
Theorem 1.4. Let f : S → B be a locally non-trivial fibration of hyperelliptic curves of genus g ≥ 2 with relative irregularity q f . Let λ g,q f be defined in (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Then q f ≤ g+1 2 , and λ f ≥ λ g,q f .
(1-6)
We will present examples to show that the bound (1-6) is sharp. It is not difficult to show that λ g,q f ≥
. Therefore, we obtain Corollary 1.5. For a locally non-trivial hyperelliptic fibration f , Conjecture 1.3 is true, and the equality of (1-4) can hold only if q f = 0,
2 . In particular, g ≤ 3 if q f = 1 and λ f = 4.
According to [18, Theorem 1.6] , it can be shown that F = 0 (i.e., there is no non-trivial unitary part) in Fujita's decomposition (1-3) after a suitable finiteétale base change. Hence by our theorem, Conjecture 1.1 is true when f is hyperelliptic. Combining with the result of Bajar and Zuccuni (cf. [4] ), we prove Corollary 1.6. Conjecture 1.1 is true.
Our note is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some basic properties about a hyperelliptic fibration f : S → B mainly due to Xiao Gang. By blowing up the isolated fixed points of the hyperelliptic involution, we get a double cover π : S → P of smooth projective surfaces. We then define the local relative invariants s i for 2 ≤ i ≤ g + 2, and show in Theorem 2.7 that the global relative invariants of f can be expressed by those local invariants. In Section 3, we restrict ourselves to the case that the relative irregularity is positive, and prove an inequality (3-1) involving these invariants s i 's. The proof starts from the observation that the double coverπ : S → P is fibred. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.4 and its corollaries. When q f = 0, (1-6) is nothing new but (1-2). If q f > 0, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) follows from (3-1) and the formulas given in Theorem 2.7. Finally in Section 5, we present examples to show that the bound (1-6) is sharp.
Preliminaries

Double covers
In this subsection, we review some basic properties of double covers (cf. [7, §V.22] and [23, §2] ).
A double cover π : X → Y of a smooth projective surface Y is determined by a line bundle L over Y and a section
Let R be the zero divisor of s. Then X is smooth if and only if R is smooth. It is well known that
where the decomposition on the right side is the eigenspace decomposition w.r.t Gal(X/Y )-action on π * O X .
To obtain a smooth double cover from a double cover π : X → Y of a smooth projective surface Y , we perform the canonical resolution (cf. [7, § III.7] ).
where X = X t is smooth and ψ i 's are successive blowing-ups resolving the singularities of R; π i : X i → Y i is the double cover determined by (R i , L i ) with
, where E i the exceptional divisor of ψ i , m i−1 is the multiplicity of the singular point
We call a singularity y j ∈ R j ⊆ Y j is infinitely closed to It is easy to see that ψ can be decomposed intoψ : Y →Ŷ andψ :Ŷ → Y , whereψ andψ are composed of negligible and non-negligible blowing-ups respectively. We callψ the minimal even resolution of non-negligible singularities of R.
The invariants of X can be computed as follows.
(2-1)
Invariants of hyperelliptic fibrations
In this subsection, we review some results about a hyperelliptic fibration f , which is mainly due to Xiao (cf. Let f : S → B be a relatively minimal hyperelliptic fibration, i.e., the general fiber of f is a hyperelliptic curve. The relative canonical map of f is generically of degree 2. This map determines an involution σ on S whose restriction on a general fiber F of f is the hyperelliptic involution of F . σ is called the hyperelliptic involution associated to f .
Let ϑ : S → S be the composition of all the blowing-ups of isolated fixed points of the hyperelliptic involution, and letσ be the induced involution on S. The quotient space P = S/ σ is a smooth surface, and f induces a ruling on P :
The quotient mapπ : S → P is a double cover which is determined by the pair ( R, L), where R is the branch locus ofπ and L is the divisor such that 23, 25] ). There exists a contraction of rational surfaces ψ : P → P :
such that P is a geometrical ruled surface (i.e., any fiber of h is P 1 ), the singularities of R are at most of multiplicity g + 2, and the self-intersection R 2 is the smallest among all such choices, where (R, L) is the image of ( R, L) in P .
One sees that ψ : P → P is a minimal even resolution of R, and ψ can be decomposed intoψ : P →P andψ :P → P in the following diagram, whereψ :P → P is a minimal even resolution of non-negligible singularities of R.
Let (R,L) be the image of ( R, L) inP . Letψ =ψ 1 • · · · •ψ t be the decomposition ofψ, whereψ i :P i →P i−1 is a blowing-up at y i−1 ,P 0 = P andP t =P . LetR i be the image ofR inP i . It could happen that there is one or more singular points ofR i over the exceptional curveÊ i ofψ i . We remark that the decomposition ofψ is not unique. If y i−1 is a singular point ofR i−1 of odd multiplicity 2k + 1 (k ≥ 1) and there is only one singular point y ofR i on the exceptional curveÊ i of multiplicity 2k + 2, then we always assume thatψ i+1 :P i+1 →P i is a blowing-up at y i = y. Definition 2.3. For k ≥ 1, a singularity of R of type (2k + 1 → 2k + 1) is a pair of (y i−1 , y i ) such that y i−1 is a singular point of R i−1 of multiplicity 2k + 1, and y i is the only one singular point of R i on the exceptional curveÊ i with the multiplicity equal to 2k + 2.
Definition 2.4. For any singular fiber F of f and 3 ≤ i ≤ g + 2, the i-th singularity index of F is defined as follows (with respect to the contraction ψ):
if i is odd, s i (F ) equals the number of (i → i) type singularities of R over the image f (F ); if i is even, s i (F ) equals the number of singularities of multiplicity i or i + 1 of R over the image f (F ), not belonging to the second component of (i − 1 → i − 1) type singularities nor the first component of (i + 1 → i + 1) type singularities.
We remark that when g is even, then s g+2 (F ) = 0; this can be seen from the definition and the assumption that self-intersection R 2 is the smallest among all choices of the contractions in Lemma 2.2. Note also that for i ≥ 3, s i (F ) is non-negative by the definition. As there are finitely many singular fibers contained in f , we also define
Let KP /B = KP −ĥ * K B and R ′ =R \V , whereV is the union of isolated vertical (−2)-curves inR. Here a curve C ⊆R is called to be isolated inR, if there is no other curve
It is not clear whether s 2 is non-negative or not. 
is the number of type 0 (resp. k) nodes in fibers of f . Here a node q of F is said to be of type 0 (resp. k for 1 ≤ k ≤ [g/2]), if the partial normalization of F at q is connected (resp. consists of two connected components of arithmetic genera k and g − k). 
For readers' convenience, we reproduce a proof of Theorem 2.7. To start it, we need the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.8 ( [23, 25] ). Let F be a singular fiber of the fibration f , and F (resp.Γ) the corresponding fiber in S (resp.P ). Then those (−1)-curves in F are in one-to-one corresponding to isolated (−2)-curves ofR, which are also contained inΓ. And the number is equal to
Asψ :P → P is a minimal even resolution of non-negligible singularities of R, by Definition 2.4, one getŝ
On the other hand, by the definition of s 2 and Lemma 2.8, the above number is also equal to
be the genus of B and KP /B = KP −ĥ * K B . Then
Note that all singular points ofR ⊆P is negligible (cf. Definition 2.1) by construction.
Hence by (2-1), we get
Note that χ f = χf , and
k=1 s 2k+1 by Lemma 2.8. Combining this with the above equalities and the Noether's formula (1-1), we prove the theorem.
Hyperelliptic fibrations with positive relative regularity
The purpose of the section is to prove the following inequality for a locally non-trivial hyperelliptic fibration with positive relative irregularity. 
In order to prove the above proposition, we always assume in the section that f : S → B is a locally non-trivial hyperelliptic fibration of genus g with positive relative irregularity q f . Letπ : S → P be the induced double cover with branched divisor R ⊆ P as in Figure 1 . First we recall the following definition. 
is commutative, R is contained in the fibers of ǫ, and
, where g(C) (resp. g(D)) is the genus of C (resp. D), q(X) = h 1 (X, ω X ), and
The proof of Proposition 3.1 starts from the observation that the double coverπ : S → P in Figure 1 is fibred. It is proved in [18] under the extra assumption that f : S → B is semi-stable. But the proof there does not use this assumption. Hence one gets Figure 1 is fibred, i.e., there exist a double cover π ′ : B ′ → P 1 of smooth projective curves and morphismsf ′ : S → B ′ andh ′ : P → P 1 , such that the diagram
is commutative, R is contained in the fibers ofh ′ and
Remark 3.4. Let f : S → B be as in the above proposition with b = g(B) ≥ 1. Xiao ([24] ) proved a more precise description on q f :
where d ≥ 2 is the degree of the Albanese map S → Alb (S).
We would like to show that the branched divisor R ofπ : S → P has a very special form.
Letf ′ : S → B ′ be the fibration in Proposition 3.3. Since b ′ = g(B ′ ) = q f ≥ 1, it follows that any (−1)-curve in S is contracted byf ′ . Hencef ′ factors through ϑ : S → S. Let f ′ : S → B ′ be the induced map. Note that the fibrationf ′ : S → B ′ in Proposition 3.3 is clearly unique. Hence the hyperelliptic involution σ induces an involution σ ′ on B ′ such that B ′ / σ ′ ∼ = P 1 with the following diagram: Assume π ′ : B ′ → P 1 is branched over ∆ ⊆ P 1 . Applying Hurwitz formula to the double cover π ′ , one sees that |∆| = 2q f + 2. For any y ∈ ∆, let Γ ′ y = ñ ′ C C be the fiber ofh ′ over y, and
According to Proposition 3.3, R is contained in the fibers ofh ′ . In fact, we can prove an explicit expression of R.
Proof. Let B ′ × P 1 P be the fiber-product, and X → B ′ × P 1 P the normalization. By the universal property of the fiber-product (cf. [12, § II-2]), there exists a unique morphism γ ′ : S → B ′ × P 1 P . Since S is smooth, there also exists a unique morphism γ : S → X, such that the following diagram commutes.
Clearly the composition π 1 • π 2 : X → P is a double cover branched exactly over
Therefore, it suffices to prove that γ is an isomorphism. As degπ = deg(π 1 • π 2 ), we get deg γ = 1, i.e., γ : S → X is a contraction of curves. Note thatπ does not contract any curves. Neither does γ because any curve contracted by γ must be also contracted byπ. This completes the proof.
The contraction ψ : P → P is composed of several blowing-ups. We divide those blowing-ups as ψ =ψ •ψ, whereψ : P → P is the largest contraction such thath ′ factors throughψ. So we have the following diagram: Next we want to show that each blowing-up contained inψ is centered at a singular point of the branched divisor with multiplicity at least 2q f + 1.
Let (R, L; Γ ′ y ) be the image of ( R, L; Γ ′ y ) on P , where y ∈ ∆. By the construction, any vertical (−1)-curve in P ( here 'vertical' means the curve is mapped byh to a point in B) is mapped surjectively onto P 1 byh ′ . Lemma 3.6. Let E ⊆ P be any vertical (−1)-curve. Then E · R is even and
Proof. Let m = E · R, σ : P → P 1 the contraction of E, x the image of E, and (R 1 ,L 1 ) the image of (R,L) on P 1 . Then x is a singularity of R 1 of multiplicity m. Let
is contained in fibers ofh ′ . Hence E R, from which it follows that m = E · R is even. Let
Then R r ⊆ R ⊆ R all . To complete the proof, it is enough to prove that E · R r ≥ 2(q f + 1).
Note that the restricted morphismh ′ | E : E → P 1 is surjective. For any p ∈ E ∩ R all , let r p = I p (E, R all ) be the local intersection number. Then by the definition of R all , one has
By the definition, r p ≥ 2 for any p ∈ E ∩ R all \ E ∩ R r . On the other hand, as E is a (−1)-curve, the ramification number ofh
The proof is complete.
We assume thatψ =ψ 1 • · · · •ψ u , whereψ i :P i →P i−1 is a blowing-up atx i−1 ∈P i−1 with exception curveĚ i ⊆P i ,P 0 = P andP u = P . LetŘ i be the image of R inP i , anď x i be a singularity ofŘ i of multiplicitym i .
Proof. Note thatψ is a part of the even resolution of R =Ř 0 . So ifm i is even, thenĚ i+1 Ř i+1 , and som i+1 ≤m i ; ifm i is odd, thenĚ i+1 ⊆Ř i+1 , and som i+1 ≤m i + 1.
By induction, for any singularityx i+j , infinitely closed tox i , we havem i+j ≤m i ifm i is even, andm i+j ≤m i + 1 ifm i is odd. By Lemma 3.6,m i+j i ≥ 2(q f + 1) for the last infinitely closed singularityx i+j i introduced byψ. Thusm i ≥ 2q f + 1. Now we assumem i = 2q f + 1. By the above discussion,m i+1 ≥ 2q f + 1. Ifm i+1 = 2q f + 2, thenx i+1 must be the only one singular point ofŘ i+1 onĚ i+1 ⊆P i+1 , and we are done. Therefore it is enough to derive a contradiction ifm i+1 = 2q f + 1.
Let l be the smallest number such thatm i+l = 2(q f + 1), where we assume thatx i+j is infinitely closed tox i+j−1 for j = 1, · · · , l. Such l exists by Lemma 3.6 and (3-3). And l ≥ 2 ifm i+1 = 2q f + 1. Note that the exception curveĚ i+j is contained inŘ i+j for 1 ≤ j ≤ l, sincem i+j−1 is odd. Becausem i+l =m i+l−1 + 1,x i+l must be the only one singular point ofŘ i+l on the exception curveĚ i+l .
LetĚ i+l−1 ⊆P i+l be the strict transform ofĚ i+l−1 ⊆P i+l−1 , D =Ř i+l −(Ě i+l−1 +Ě i+l ), and D ′ the image of D inP i+l−1 . Thenx i+l ∈Ě i+l−1 , sincex i+l is the only one singular point ofŘ i+l on the exception curveĚ i+l andĚ i+l−1 ∩Ě i+l is a singularity ofŘ i+l .
Note that D is nothing but the strict transform of D ′ , and
, and the multiplicitym i+l−2 ofŘ i+l−2 atx i+l−2 equals to the intersection numberĚ i+l−1 · D ′ . Hence
which is a contradiction, since q f ≥ 1. So we finish the proof.
According to Lemma 3.7, it follows thatψ is composed of a sequence blowing-ups of singularities of type (2k+1 → 2k+1) with k ≥ q f , or singularities with multiplicity at least 2(q f +1). Letš 2k+1 be the number of singularities of R of type (2k+1 → 2k+1) introduced byψ, andš 2k be the number of singularities of R of multiplicity 2k or 2k + 1 introduced byψ not belonging to the second component of (2k − 1 → 2k − 1) type singularities nor the first component of (2k + 1 → 2k + 1) type singularities. Theň
and one has by (3-4) that
Proof of Proposition 3.1. According to Lemma 3.5 and the decomposition of ψ in Figure 3 , we see that R is contained in fibers ofh ′ , hence it is semi-negative definite. By the definition ofš i 's, there are at least
k=q fš 2k+1 + 2š g+2 isolated (−2)-curves contained in R.
Thus
On the other hand, by the definition,
As R 2 = 4L 2 = 4(g + 1)n by (2-2), we get
Hence
by (2-3) and (3-6),
Proof of Theorem 1.4 and its corollaries
The section aims to prove our main results Theorem 1.4 and its corollaries. They follow from (3-1) and the formulas given by Theorem 2.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. According to , it is known that
g , and so (1-6) holds by (1-2). Thus we assume q f ≥ 1 in the following.
First we prove that
where
Indeed, it is clear that λ g,q f ≥
. Hence by Theorem 2.7 and (3-1), one obtains
Therefore, (4-1) follows.
To prove (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) , it suffices to prove that those coefficients α, α k , β k , δ k and γ k in (4-1) are all non-negative. It is clear that
and '=' holds only if q f = 0 or g−1 2 . Therefore, our corollary is a consequence of (1-6).
Proof of Corollary 1.6. Let f : S → B be a fibration of genus g ≥ 2, which is not locally trivial and λ f < 4. We need to prove that f * ω S/B has no locally free quotient of degree zero. By [4, Theorem 1], we may assume that f is a hyperelliptic fibration. Recall that we have the following decomposition (cf. [11] , see also [14] ):
with A ample, F i irreducible unitary and dim H 1 (B, Ω 1 B (F i )) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since λ f < 4, we may assume that q f = 0 by Corollary 1.5. Clearly A has no non-trivial locally free quotient of degree zero. Hence it suffices to prove that F i = 0 in the above decomposition (4-3).
Assume that F i = 0 for some i. By construction, F i corresponds to a unitary representation of the fundamental group
where r i = rank F i .
If the image of ρ i is finite, then after a suitable finiteétale base change, F i becomes trivial, which implies that q f > 0 after such a finiteétale base change. However, it is a contradiction by Corollary 1.5, since the slope does not change under any finiteétale base change. Hence we may assume that ρ i has infinite image. By a stable reduction theorem (cf. [1, 10] ), there exists a base change φ : B → B of finite degree, possibly ramified, such that the pull-back fibrationf : S → B is semi-stable. Here the pull-back fibrationf : S → B is constructed as follows. Let S 1 be the resolution of singularities of S × B B. Thenf : S → B is just the relatively minimal model of S 1 .
is torsion. By projection, we get a morphism:
The quotient
since it is a quotient off * ω S/ B . Note also that deg Q i ≥ 0, and
We obtain that Q i is zero, and pr i is surjective. By the construction, φ * F i comes from the following unitary representation
It follows thatρ i has infinite image, since ρ i has infinite image and φ * π 1 ( B) has finite index in π 1 (B).
On the other hand, becausef is a semi-stable hyperelliptic fibration, by [18, Theorem 1.6], after a suitable finiteétale base change, the Fujita decomposition off * ω S/ B is as follows,f * ω S/ B = A ⊕ O ⊕qf B , with A ample.
By the same argument above, replacing B by a finiteétale cover, there will be still a surjective morphism pr i :f * ω S/ B → φ * F i , and φ * F i is unitary corresponding to a representationρ i : π 1 ( B) → U (r i ) with infinite image. Since A is ample, it maps to zero by pr i . Therefore we have a surjective morphism:
This implies that the representationρ i corresponds to a quotient representation of the trivial representation of π 1 ( B) corresponding to O ⊕qf B . In particular, the representationρ i is trivial. It is a contradiction, since the representationρ i has infinite image by construction. This completes the proof.
Examples
In the section, we construct examples to show that the bound (1-6) is sharp.
Example 5.1. Hyperelliptic fibration f of genus g with relative irregularity q f satisfying g + 1 = m(q f + 1) for some m ≥ 2, and
where λ g,q f is defined in (1-5).
Let P = P P 1 O P 1 ⊕ O P 1 (e) be the rational ruled surface with invariant e ≥ 1. Let
be the ruling, Γ ⊆ P a general fiber of h, and C 0 ⊆ P the unique section with selfintersection C 2 0 = −e. According to [12 Then Λ defines a rational map ϕ Λ : P P 1 . By blowing up the base points of Λ, we get a fibratioñ h ′ : P → P 1 ,
where ψ : P → P is composed of blowing-ups centered at the base points of Λ. Let Γ ′ be a general fiber ofh ′ , K P the canonical divisor of P . Then where x = (mC 0 + b 0 Γ) 2 is the number of blowing-ups contained in ψ. Let ∆ ⊆ P 1 be a set of 2(q f + 1) general points, and R = (h ′ ) * (∆) the corresponding fibers ofh ′ . Let π ′ : B ′ → P 1 be the double cover ramified over ∆, and S be the normalization of the fiber-product P × P 1 B ′ :
Let F be the hyperelliptic curve of genus g defined by u 2 = v 2g+2 − 1, and τ 1 be an involution of F defined by τ 1 (u, v) = (−u, −v). Then τ 1 has exactly two fixed points if g is even, and τ 1 has no fixed point if g is odd. Let φ : B → B be a double cover between two projective curves of genusb = g( B) and b = g(B) respectively, Σ ⊆ B the branched divisor, Σ = φ −1 (Σ), and τ 2 the induced involution of B such that B = B/ τ 2 . Let τ = (τ 1 , τ 2 ) be an involution of X = F × B defined by τ (p, q) = τ 1 (p), τ 2 (q) , where p ∈ F and q ∈ B. Then X/ τ has a natural fibration of genus g over B. Let f : S → B be the relatively minimal smooth model of X/ τ as follows.
Assume Σ = ∅. Then we see that f is a non-trivial hyperelliptic fibration. If g is even, then τ has exactly two fixed points over each fiber inf * ( Σ), and so X/ τ has only rational singularities of type A 1 (cf. [7, ); and if g is odd, then τ is fixed-point-free, and hence S = X/ τ is already smooth and relatively minimal. Let |Σ| be the number of points in Σ. Then one can compute that Therefore, we obtain hyperelliptic fibrations with required slopes. To compute the relative irregularity, we consider another projection of X, i.e.,h : X → F . It induces a fibration h ′ : X/ τ → B ′ = F/ τ 1 , and hence also a fibration h : S → B ′ with g(B ′ ) = g 2 , if g is even, and g(B ′ ) = g + 1 2 , if g is odd.
In particular, q f ≥ g(B ′ ). Combining this with (3-2), we see that q f = g(B ′ ) as required.
Remark 5.4. Taking g = 2 in the above example, we get a hyperelliptic fibration of genus 2 with relative irregularity q f = 1 and slope λ f = 4.
